


TIMORASSO EXPERIENCE

The Timorasso white grape is an ancient varietal from the province of
Alessandria in Piemonte. Specifically, the Colli Tortonesi (the hilly area from
Tortona) is where the DOC appellation for Timorasso is located. Unique for its
position, the area is at the axis of the regions; Lombardy, Emilia Romagna,
Piemonte and Liguria where it gets sea breezes and protection from the hot
and humid Padana Plains.  

Why it is an interesting grape

Timorasso is not a generally fruity grape, expressing more common
characteristics of flowers, almonds, honey, flint, savory and mineral notes. With 
its high acid, it can age well proving to gain complexity and even express
Riesling-like petrol notes in time.

The grape struggled to survive and thrive in a land of reds also due to
phylloxera and its sensitivities to terroir and climate. Luckily some producers in
the area of Tortona believed in this grape in the 80s and brought it back to life!



I Carpini's sparkling wine is made with Charmat Method exalting its fresh
and fruity flavors. This bottle can be enjoyed by the pool or as an aperitif.
Timorasso can be a tricky grape to cultivate and vinify. Furthermore, very
few attempt the challenge of making it into a sparkling wine, and in fact,
Paolo was the first! He purchased a shady north facing property with no
existing vineyards because he had a vision. It would be the perfect place
to get just the right acidity in order to make this one and only sparkling wine
from Timorasso.  The many stones and white calcareous blocks of soil in the
vineyard, reflect the moonlight beautifully at night and gives meaning to
the name “Chiaror sul Masso” (Moonlight On The Stones).

 

Alcohol percentage: 13%
Bottles produced: 250 cases
Vineyard name: Maddalena
Grape: Timorasso
Altitude: 420 mt
Exposure: Northern/Northwest
Harvest: Manual with selection of
bunch by bunch
Winemaking: skin contact, spontaneous 
fermentation with native yeasts. 
Aging: Up to 18 months on fine lees in 
small stainless steel vats. Autoclave 8 – 10
 months, Min. 4 months bottle aging

TASTING NOTES:
Saline and mineral on nose and palate
with fruity and floral notes, honey, acacia, 
with light pastry, with an intense mousse 
that lifts the flavors to the nose and mouth. 

CHIAROR SUL MASSO – Sparkling Timorasso



RUGIADA DEL MATTINO – Colli Tortonesi DOC

This wine comes from the first white grapes that Paolo, winemaker, planted in
the beginning of the new Millennium. It is named after his third child, Eleonor.

When drinking this wine, you can taste salty and mineral flavors just like the
“Morning Dew” (Rugiada del Mattino), flower buds, stones, slate, sea brine, with
a touch of aromatic herbs reminding you of the Mediterranian Sea. Paolo drinks
this wine when he needs something refreshing, that lifts up his soul with a smile.
This is the most classic representation of Timorasso.

Alcohol percentage: 13,5%
Bottles produced: 330  cases
Vineyard: Eleonora
Grape: Timorasso
Altitude: 340 mt
Exposure: East/SouthEastern

Method: Organic/Holistic
Harvest: : Manual 
Vinification: Skin contact with spontaneous 
fermentation with native yeasts 
Aging: Minimum aging of 12 months on noble 
lees in stainless steel vats & ceramic pots, 
4 months of bottle aging.

T



Coming from Timorasso grapes in a small vineyard dating back to the early
1900s, this makes Brezza d'Estate, a very special wine. Named after Paolo's
mother, Brigitte, he always knew that this small parcel could make
something great! All that was needed, was patience.

Hence, this wine was born. With at least 5 years of aging, it has a rare
complexity and depth. Like a “Sea Breeze” (Brezza d'Estate), with every sip,
this wine delivers something magic, refreshing your spirit with exotic aromas
and the sea rocks warmed by the sun. Paolo, winemaker, opens this bottle
when he wants to endulge and treat himself to something special in the
company of good friends and family.

Alcohol percentage: 14%
Bottles produced: 75 Cases
Vineyard: Brigitte
Grape: Timorasso
Altitude: 380 mt
Exposure: East/ SouthEast
Farming: Organic/ Holistic

Harvest: Manual
Vinification: Skin contact, spontaneous 
fermentation with native yeasts.
Aging: Minimum 36 months on noble
 lees in small steel vats. 
Aging: Minimum 4 months in the bottle.

BREZZA D'ESTATE – Colli Tortonesi DOC



TimOx is an orange wine obtained from a long skin contact maceration
taking place in ceramic amphoras. The winemaker, Paolo, personally
selects the best grapes, suitable for fermentation/maceration under a
static floating skin cap. The wine is left under the cap until it is time for
bottling.

By tasting this wine, you can understand Timorasso's full potential after
being made in the most extreme way (long skin contact, aging under a
type of “flor”, in a ceramic amphora) as well as being unfiltered before
bottling. For this reason, it is recommended to shake up the bottle before
drinking.

Vol: 13,5%
Bottles produced: 165 cases
Vineyard: Eleonora, 
Grapes: Timorasso
Altitude: 380-420 mt
Exposure: East/SouthEastern
Method: Organic/Holistic
Harvest: Manual
Vinification: Long skin contact 
with spontaneous fermentation 
and native yeasts.
Aging: Clayver ceramic amphoras 
for at least 12 months, Min. 4 months 
bottle aging.

TIMOX – Orange Wine
(Winner of “Vini Buoni d'Italia” for Most Artistic Wine)
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